
SHAMANIC TRAINING FOR INDIVIDUALS OR  A GROUP
(MINIMUN 3 PEOPLE)

Andalusian's mountains - Tarifa (Spain) 

PRESENTED BY SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER, HEALER AND COACH 

SACRED CACAO IMMERSION &
INITIATION TRAINING



> Circle of introduction, intentions and sharing our heart deepest desires for

the immersion.

 

> Hike to Los Alcornocales National Park- traditional - Offerings and

Pagamentos to the Earth.

>Rest and Refresh 

 

>Individual healing Sessions

>Yoga Yin 

 

>Cacao Ceremony –Connect, ask for inner guidance and receive before

creating your own.

SAMPLE
SCHEDULE 

DAY 1

DAY 2 Inner Child 

The Journey

>Sharing Circle - The dream world and its symbolism 

 

>Half day excursion to the Honey river and natural waterfalls in Algeciras.

 

> Workshop - Attuning to the frequencies of the Earth/ Sacred Spaces, a

shamanic magical tool of harnessing the Earth’s frequencies to use during

ceremony.

>Introducing the 4 inner family archetypes - Guided activation- Connecting

with your Inner Child.

>What is a ceremony? how do you visualise your own ceremony? Integrating

cacao ceremony into your personal practice.



>Silence, followed by a guided meditation.

 

> Workshop - The Alchemy of Cacao. Learn to prepare , activate and

energise your own cacao brew and healing medicine. 

>Sacred Sounds - Activate the healing powers of your voice through singing

and sounds. 

>Group Energy Healing and Clearing with Daniela.

>Yin Yoga

 > Talk  - How to hold space and nurture yourself and participants.

>Group Exploration - Visit Tarifa for dinner and  to explore the old town. This

activity is optional ( are not included in the retreat cost)

SAMPLE
SCHEDULE 

DAY 3

DAY 4 Inner Sage 

Inner Nurturer

>Excursion - Bolonia Beach 

 

> Meditation and Yoga in the woods with natural elements and sounds 

 

> Immersion walk around the dunes and the Roman ruins– Collect natural

elements for the altar creation.

>How to create and manifest an altar for your Ceremony. Based

on Peruvian Indigenous Ancestral traditions. 

> Lunch - picnic in the beach/ free time

 

>Cacao ceremony in the beach – how to cultivate an inner space to bring

your own healing energy into the Cacao brew.

 



> Guided group meditation

> Visioning your ceremony – Mandala making

> 16th Rays of Light  - Group Blessing by Daniela Oliveros

> Workshop - Bringing ceremony into reality through conscious action

 

> Prepare your own brew: mix your own blend, activate and cook it

 

>Free time and communal preparation for evening ceremony

 

>Water blessing and Initiation -Blossoming of the Cacao flower

>Final Cacao Ceremony, singing and closing circle.

>End of Retreat.

SAMPLE
SCHEDULE 

DAY 5 - FINAL

DAY 4

Inner Warrior


